. Principal component analysis performed before and after normalization of the four data sets. PCA was applied to the 249 resected PDAC samples and the 859 Bailey's subtype genes common to all data sets. A. Before normalization, the PDAC samples in the 2D scatter plot representation are grouped according to their origin data set (left: each color represents a set) and not according to the Bailey's subtypes (right: blue for ADEX, orange for pancreatic progenitor, green for immunogenic and red for squamous). B. After normalization, samples are correctly clustered according to their molecular subtypes (right), rather than to their origin data set (left), suggesting that the standardization has removed technical differences in gene expression while maintaining the information relevant to biological differences. Color code: Van den Broeck (Orange); Park (Blue); TCGA (Green); Bailey (Red). Table S2 . List of 334 genes differentially expressed between head and B/T location of PDAC. This GES was obtained from the Learning set (TCGA's data), composed of 116 head and 21 body/tail PAAD samples. The GES identified 334 differentially regulated genes using a moderated t-test, p<5%, q<25% and a Fold change (|FC|) > 2x. 
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